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Members. Zappo Moderator. Simply Volvo Members. Andy's V70 R. So after a few years in
storage, I had a friend powder coat the grille for me. For those who remember, the original IPD
grilles were either all silver or all black. I went with black mesh and a silver band as an OEM
style play off the stock XC grille or the modified stock waterfall grille I had on the car. Since the
IPD grille has a much thinner perimeter than the. How Your Car Sits. Snow globe-esque last
night. Okay, story time. If you remember, the last time I made this drive, I popped a tire on a
pothole and it took 5 hours to drive the rest of the way on the donut spare. I drove past the area
where I got the flat tire and think that was the worst drive home I've ever had. Well, I sure jinxed
myself I'm cruising along at mph and my car starts feeling down on power. I'm mildly confused,
but n. Tuned out some suspension issues the past 2 weekends. Had issues with the larger axles
grinding on full suspension compression. Car has 2" of rear travel. The bump stop has to
compresss quite a bit to to got from 1. Pretty happy with how it is right now but I think there is
room to go stiffer in the rear. I used FPS slo motion to see the suspension and drivetrain
working. Moving along with the floor With no one in the back, it rides well but I've effectively
ruined it as a wagon lol. Love the video updates Matt, can't wait to see you doing some longer
runs once it warms up and you can get traction. I am sure the full load goes through the
switches. In the spider, almost all ignition power runs through the ignition switch. This was fine
in the early 70's, but Fiat never changed the setup as they added more power hungry
accessories. Happy to oblige. The guys at NGP were awesome to deal with. Bumper guard took
all of 3 minutes to install. Installed a rear bumper guard. I had some spider cracking in the paint
on top of my bumper from a buddy's Jeep Wrangler. This should take care of it. Looks good and
matches the other black plastics pretty well. New German Performance. Tuners Rejoice! Free
Tuning For M4. Did you go through the injector calibration process outlined at below link? If
not, do that first. It works very well. Fixed an alignment issue on the Volvo. It should also solve
my torque steer problem. Project Pras. The current fleet. I really want to swap out the XC60 for a
V It's not new except to me but I have 6 struts to do in the next couple months and this will
make it much easier. The tool lived in a local body shop and while it was well used it was also
greased regularly and not abused. They upgraded to a larger one. I can't blame you for getting
side-tracked by the new truck - that LX looks really cool, those are super nice. My buddy picked
up a J Land Cruiser I forget which year a little ways back and it's a really impressive vehicle.
Yeah, I was really surprised by how much it helped out. Yeah, I'm running the 99 transmission
mount on with the bracket Hussein made. Yeah, I've been really impressed with the M12 impact
so far. I use it for just about anything on the car I can. No more stopping at a gas station to add
air to my tires. I also bought a custom 3D printed handle to hang it from Dennis Smallbone
Prints. More GT30 questions. I would check this as well. I had the same issue for years but
didn't know it. When I had my head gasket done a few months ago, they noticed the manifold
was leaking at the head. Machined it flat again. I drilled and tapped my "stock" manifold for the
T3 flange. I'm running my holset off a ported factory manifold. No issues at all. I in motor trader
also checked the head-side of the manifold for straightness and found it to be seriously warped
plus machined a new surface on the T3 mount side. All my green bins have it minimum injection
time set to 0. The stock rev5b. I believe I still have one of those new lying around. I bought the
last 50 from grillcraft many many moons ago and sold them out of my garage. So stiff as well.
Does it have the same issue - circuit load carried by the switches? The windows are slow to
operate without this mod - now they move in a more sprightly fashion. Absolutely ordering one
to cover the scratches and damage on my rear bumper. Thanks for the link! I believe that was
my very first mod I did on my car is the iPd mesh grill. Still rockin' it. I have indeed made a few
trips out there. Not many other specialty places like those out here that I'm aware of let alone
ones that really as versed in the Volvo ways. Where the stock coil and airbox used to be. I run it
inline with the stock PCV system. First time draining the catch can after install. It looks cool, but
not very convenient to drain, so I may need another solution. It does work well though. Still a
couple of your relics live on this car Thats a great idea to just go ahead and convert to 2 pin
housings. Wish I would've thought of that I have the removal tool on order. You can still drive
antiques at night as long as they have lights. There's a couple things to check that come to
mind, although I wouldn't place huge money on this being an injector issue. The other values
have been tried and tested in quite a few cars so they shouldn't be the issue unless there is a
hardware problem. First thing non-. Off Topic: The Thread. Didn't mess with the Volvo today, but
on the spider I cleaned the vapor separator and install new hoses for it. The short elbow was so
old it broke. Anyway, I did have time to get the floor pan fitted. Cut the drain hole to match the
factory drains in the three other areas. This product is very low odor and has about 90min work
time - so not difficult to work with for fiddly panels like thi. Sorry to ask you, but after you

connect the power to B8, did you eventually turn the ignition key to position ll? Not for lack of
trying I don't have a picture, but this is what I bought. I've mostly just been driving this everyday
because I've been too busy to bite off any major projects. I guess I should get this thread
caught up since my last "update" was about 11 months ago The tire went flat almost instantly,
but luckily I was able to pull over without anything else getting damaged. Fortunately, I had my
ne. Peacocks Wagon Build. I have crowded this thread enough though I will shut up. Convert
daily driver to 4. Gdog, you can decrease the time to complete the readiness test through
TunerPro. Sign In Sign Up. See reputation activity. The recent visitors block is disabled and is
not being shown to other users. Volvospeed replied to Andy Millne 's topic in Support.
Volvospeed replied to Volvospeed 's topic in Feature Suggestions. We use technologies, such
as cookies, to customise content and advertising, to provide social media features and to
analyse traffic to the site. We also share information about your use of our site with our trusted
social media, advertising and analytics partners. See more about cookies and our Privacy
Policy. Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign In With Apple.
Search In. About Volvospeed. Recent Profile Visitors The recent visitors block is disabled and is
not being shown to other users. Click the tab out to edit blocks and delete the database block
and you will see the delete option for that block. Delete it and just add back the dB block. I'm
guessing this is more of a v5. Been holding off on the circle jerk, as I used the IPS 3 converter
several times in the past with minimal headache. That said, the 4. For those holding off, is this
coming in the 4th quarter or more like in v5. Are you talking about how it says Clan Member
under Dethati? If so thats the members title not their group by default. Not sure how you
manage server but if in doubt a service restart will not hurt. Depending on OS you run
something like: service mysqld stop service mysqld restart Once dB is back up you can look for
the table with widgets and plugins. I will look up exact tables when I get back to my desk. Really
could be a ton of things. Check the error log and assure that all your services are running.
Follower19 reacted to a post in a topic: Error - mysql connection December 1, Could be a ton of
things. I would check error log. In my experience with 4. Login to the ACP and try disabling any
third party plugins. If you cannot get to ACP you can do it from phpmysql. Not exactly what you
are asking, but I have always handled this with group promotions. IE leave new members in the
validating group until they have 5 approved posts then promote them to your base member
group. Smaller footprint this way. Volvospeed reacted to a post in a topic: Fed up with being
banned by the firewall November 26, Deleting Private Messages In 4. Ok, I assume I am just over
looking something simple. That said, how do you delete private messages in 4. All I see in the
messages tab is leave and turn off notifications. Link to IPB intergration? I looked at arrowchat
a while back but their IPB board demo was offline Classifieds Volvospeed replied to Andy Millne
's topic in Support. Any idea what version this will make it into? Is chat 2. Is there a way to make
expired posts still viewable? I have it set that it leaves posts 30 days before pruning them, but
you cannot see them. Se
rx8 side mirror
1983 chevy k5 blazer
12v relay wiring diagram
ems kind of pointless to have screens of recently closed posts if no one can view them.
Volvospeed reacted to a post in a topic: Allow users to follow tags October 25, Upgrade
suggestions Volvospeed replied to Volvospeed 's topic in Feature Suggestions. Whats why you
DL the new version open and clean it. Tar it, upload the tar, and extract it server side. Version
checker seems to work to resolve that though. On a couple boxes ownership of a file was not to
the account I was on, so like 2 out of were not updated. I went to ACPs version checker and it
caught it right off. Two uploads later back in the game. Granted I re-uploaded everything as root
later that day when I was home to be sure, but seemed to be an option. If nothing else an
upgrade tar with no init, graphics, or favicons would be nice. Sign in Sign Up. Important
Information We use technologies, such as cookies, to customise content and advertising, to
provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the site. I accept.

